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Thanks to the student who sent in an offering, saying in his letter: "I made a
promise to give a donation if a very hard-pressed request were answered, This re
quest, and more was answered, and now I feel as though it is my duty to keep this 
promise, I would like to contribute to the bicycle fund, or to any fund you feel 
proper."

Thanks to the students who have left clothing in the Dillon Hall Pamphlet Boom for
the poor. Hardly a week goes by without the arrival of a request for clothing for
specific cases. Bring your castaways to Dillon, even though your offering may be a
single item. Are you going to discard some of your old winter clothing? Bring it 
in now.

Not Always Easy

To apologize;
To begin over;
To admit error;
To take advice;
To be aftjelfiek;
To keep on trying?
To be considerate;
To think And then act;
To profit by mistakes;
To forgive and forget;
To shoulder a destroyed blame,
BUT IT AIHAYS PAYS. ("Information”, Jan. 3*48)

Seasons For Using A Missal At Mass.

Your prayer becomes less a burden, because the Missal contains prayers 
for all your needs.

You will pray more powerfully and more fruitfully because the Missal unites 
you in prayer to Christ and the Church, At Mass you won't be praying alone, 
if you use the Missal.

Your interests will become broader, because the Missal with its Gospels 
Epistles and prayers will inspire you to be less self-centered in your 
devotion. The Missal helps you ■remember the Pope, the Poor Souls, sinners, 
the dying, your neighbor along with yourself.

You will learn the right value of things. The Missal will teach you how to 
distinguish the rust from the gold.

You will pray with fewer distractions, because with a book in your hands you 
will find less cause to let your eyes wander.

PRAYERS: (deceased) mother o f Brother placidus, CSC; Alex Hesen; Sister Rosalieve,
CSC; sister of Father Hugh Gallagher, USC, Three Special Intentions.

LATE MASSES2 7:20 A*M» Dillon and Cavanaugh
8:00 A.M. .Baeegtent Chapel of Church,


